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Based on the quasiparticle model of the quark-gluon plasma (QGP), a color quantum path-integral
Monte-Carlo (PIMC) method for calculation of thermodynamic properties and – closely related to
the latter – a Wigner dynamics method for calculation of transport properties of the QGP are
formulated. The QGP partition function is presented in the form of a color path integral with
a new relativistic measure instead of the Gaussian one traditionally used in the Feynman-Wiener
path integral. A procedure of sampling color variables according to the SU(3) group Haar measure
is developed for integration over the color variable. It is shown that the PIMC method is able to
reproduce the lattice QCD equation of state at zero baryon chemical potential at realistic model
parameters (i.e. quasiparticle masses and coupling constant) and also yields valuable insight into the
internal structure of the QGP. Our results indicate that the QGP reveals quantum liquid-like (rather
than gas-like) properties up to the highest considered temperature of 525 MeV. The pair distribution
functions clearly reflect the existence of gluon-gluon bound states, i.e. glueballs, at temperatures
just above the phase transition, while meson-like qq bound states are not found. The calculated self-
diffusion coefficient agrees well with some estimates of the heavy-quark diffusion constant available
from recent lattice data and also with an analysis of heavy-quark quenching in experiments on
ultrarelativistic heavy ion collisions, however, appreciably exceeds other estimates. The lattice and
heavy-quark-quenching results on the heavy-quark diffusion are still rather diverse. The obtained
results for the shear viscosity are in the range of those deduced from an analysis of the experimental
elliptic flow in ultrarelativistic heavy ions collisions, i.e. in terms the viscosity-to-entropy ratio,
1/4π

∼

< η/S < 2.5/4π, in the temperature range from 170 to 440 MeV.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Determining the properties of the quark-gluon plasma
(QGP) is nowadays one of the most important goals
in high-energy nuclear physics. In recent years, exper-
iments at the Relativistic Heavy-Ion Collider (RHIC)
at Brookhaven National Laboratory [1] and the Large
Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN [2] have provided a
wealth of data from which one can obtain information
on a number of features of the QGP. The most striking
result, obtained from analysis of these experimental data
[1, 3], is that the deconfined quark-gluon matter behaves
as an almost perfect fluid rather than a perfect gas, as it
could be expected from the asymptotic freedom.

There are various approaches for a theoretical study of
the QGP each of which has its advantages and disadvan-
tages. The most fundamental way to compute the prop-
erties of strongly interacting matter is provided by the
lattice QCD [4–6]. Interpretation of these very compli-
cated computations requires application of various QCD
motivated, albeit schematic, models simulating various
aspects of the full theory. Moreover, such models are
needed in cases when the lattice QCD fails, e.g. at large
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quark chemical potentials and out of equilibrium. While
certain progress has been achieved in recent years, trans-
port properties of the QGP are still poorly accessible
within lattice QCD – only viscosity for pure gluonic mat-
ter was computed [7]. It is, therefore, crucial to devise
reliable and manageable theoretical tools for a quantita-
tive description of non-Abelian QGP both in and out of
equilibrium.
A semi-classical approximation, based on a quasipar-

ticle picture has been introduced in Refs. [8–12]. It is
motivated by the expectation that the main features of
non-Abelian plasmas can be understood in simple semi-
classical terms without the difficulties inherent to a full
quantum field-theoretical analysis. Independently the
same ideas were implemented in terms of molecular dy-
namics (MD) [13]; this approach was further developed
in a series of works [14, 15]. The MD allows one to treat
soft processes in the QGP which are not accessible by
perturbative means.
Strongly correlated behavior of the QGP is expected

to show up in long-ranged spatial correlations of quarks
and gluons which, in fact, may give rise to liquid-like
and, possibly, solid-like structures. This expectation is
based on a very similar behavior observed in electro-
dynamic plasmas [14, 16, 17]. This similarity was ex-
ploited to formulate a classical nonrelativistic model of a
color Coulomb interacting QGP [14] which was numer-
ically analyzed by classical MD simulations. Quantum
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effects were either neglected or incorporated phenomeno-
logically via a short-range repulsive correction to the pair
potential. Such a rough model may, however, become a
critical issue at high densities. Similar models in elec-
trodynamic plasmas showed poor behavior in the region
of strong wave function overlap, in particular around the
Mott density where bound states break up. For tem-
peratures and densities of the QGP considered in Ref.
[14] these effects are very important since the quasipar-
ticle thermal wave length is of the order of the average
interparticle distance. Therefore, to account for quan-
tum effects, we follow an idea of Kelbg [18] that allows
one to rigorously include quantum corrections to the pair
potential1. Strictly speaking, this method is applicable
only to weak coupling. To extend the method to stronger
couplings, an “improved Kelbg potential” was derived,
which contains a single free parameter, being fitted to
the exact solution of the quantum-mechanical two-body
problem. Using the method of the improved Kelbg po-
tential in classical MD simulations one is able to describe
thermodynamic properties of a partially ionized plasma
up to moderate couplings [20]. However, this approach
may fail, if bound states of more than two particles are
formed in the system. This is a result of break-down of
the pair approximation for the density matrix, as demon-
strated in Refs. [20]. A superior approach, which does
not have this limitation, consists in the use of the original
Kelbg potential in path integral Monte Carlo simulations
(PIMC) which effectively map the problem onto a high-
temperature weakly coupled and weakly degenerate one.
This allows one to advance the analysis to strong cou-
plings and is, therefore, a relevant choice for the present
purpose. The PIMC method has been successfully ap-
plied to various phases of strongly coupled electrody-
namic plasmas [21, 22]. Examples are partially-ionized
dense hydrogen plasmas, where liquid-like and crystalline
behavior was observed [23–25], as well as electron-hole
plasmas in semiconductors [26, 27], including excitonic
bound states.

In this paper we extend the previous classical nonrel-
ativistic simulations [14] in two ways: first, we include
quantum and spin effects and, second, we take into ac-
count the dominant relativistic effects, cf. section II. This
is done in the frame of quantum Monte Carlo simulations
where we rewrite the partition function of this system
in the form of color path integrals with a new relativis-
tic measure instead of Gaussian one used in Feynman-
Wiener path integrals. For the integration of the parti-
tion function over color variables we develop a procedure
of sampling the color quasiparticle variables according to
the SU(3) group Haar measure with the quadratic and
cubic Casimir conditions. The developed approach self-

1 The idea to use a Kelbg-type effective potential also for quark
matter was independently proposed by K. Dusling and C. Young
[19]. However, their potentials are limited to weakly nonideal
systems.

consistently takes into account the Fermi (Bose) statis-
tics of quarks (gluons). The main goal of this article
is to test the present Color Path-Integral Monte-Carlo
(PIMC) against known lattice data [4] and to predict
additional properties of the QGP, which are still inacce-
sible from lattice QCD. First results of the path integral
approach for thermodynamic properties of the nonideal
QGP have been already briefly reported in Ref. [28] for
SU(3) group and in Refs. [29–32] for SU(2) group. In
this paper we show that the PIMC method is able to
reproduce the QCD lattice equation of state at vanish-
ing baryon-charge density and also yields valuable insight
into the internal structure of the QGP. These results are
presented in section IVA.
Hydrodynamic simulations of relativistic heavy-ion

collisions require not only knowledge of thermodynamic
properties of the QGP but also of the transport proper-
ties. Unfortunately the PIMC method itself is not able to
directly predict transport properties. Therefore, to simu-
late quantum QGP transport and thermodynamic prop-
erties within a unified approach we combine the path
integral and Wigner (in phase space) formulations of
quantum mechanics (section III). There the kinetic co-
efficients are calculated by means of Kubo formulas. In
this approach the PIMC method is used to generate ini-
tial conditions (equilibrium quasiparticle configurations)
for dynamical trajectories describing the time evolution
for spatial, momentum and color variables. Correlation
functions and kinetic coefficients are calculated as aver-
ages of Weyl’s symbols of dynamic operators along these
trajectories. The basic ideas of this approach have been
published in Ref. [33]. This method is applicable to
systems with arbitrary strong interaction. Using this ap-
proach we calculate the self-diffusion coefficient and vis-
cosity of the strongly coupled QGP. These results are
presented in section IVC.

II. THERMODYNAMICS OF QGP

In this section we summarize the main ideas of our ap-
proach to the thermodynamic properties of the strongly
correlated quark-gluon plasma. This approach is based
on a generalization of the Feynman path integral rep-
resentation of quantum mechanics to high energy mat-
ter. Before deriving the main equations of our PIMC
approach we specify the simplifications and model pa-
rameters.

A. Basics of the model

The basic assumptions of the model are similar to those
of Ref. [14]:

I. Quasiparticles masses (m) are of order or higher than
the mean kinetic energy per particle. This assump-
tion is based on the analysis of QCD lattice data
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[34–36]. For instance, at zero net-baryon density it
amounts to m ∼> T , where T is a temperature.

II. In view of the first assumption, interparticle interac-
tion is dominated by a color-electric Coulomb po-
tential. Magnetic effects are neglected as sublead-
ing ones.

III. Relying on the fact that the color representations
are large, the color operators are substituted by
their average values, i.e. by Wong’s classical color
vectors (8D in SU(3)) with the quadratic and cubic
Casimir conditions [37].

IV. We consider the 3-flavor quark model. For the sake
of simplicity we assume the masses of ’up’, ’down’
and ’strange’ quarks to be equal. As for the gluon
quasiparticles, we allow their mass to be different
(heavier) from that of quarks.

The quality of these approximations and their limitations
were discussed in Ref. [14]. Thus, this model requires the
following quantities as a function of temperature (T ) and
quark chemical potential (µq) as an input:

1. quasiparticle masses, for quarks mq and gluons mg,
and

2. the coupling constant g2, or αs = g2/4π.

Input quantities should be deduced from lattice QCD
data or from an appropriate model simulating these data.
It has been established that hard modes (in terms

of hard thermal loop approximation [38–40]) behave like
quasi-particles [40]. Therefore, masses of these quasi-
particles should be deduced from nonperturbative calcu-
lations taking into account hard field modes, e.g., they
can be associated with pole masses deduced from lattice
QCD calculations. At the same time, the soft quantum
fields are characterized by very high occupation num-
bers per mode. Therefore, to leading order, they can be
well approximated by soft classical fields. This is pre-
cisely the picture we are going to utilize: massive quan-
tum quasiparticles (hard modes) interacting via classical
color fields. Applicability of such approach was discussed
in Refs. [9, 14] in detail. Our approach differs from that
of Ref. [9, 14] by a quantum treatment to quasiparticles
instead of the classical one, and additionally by a rela-
tivistic description of the kinetic energy instead of the
nonrelativistic approximation of Ref. [14].

B. Color Path Integrals

We consider a multi-component QGP consisting of N
color quasiparticles: Ng gluons, Nq quarks and Nq anti-

quarks. The Hamiltonian of this system is Ĥ = K̂ + ÛC

with the kinetic and color Coulomb interaction parts

K̂ =
∑

i

√
p̂
2
i +m2

i (T, µq),

ÛC =
1

2

∑

i6=j

g2(T, µq)(Qi ·Qj)

4π|ri − rj |
. (1)

Here i and j summations run over quark and gluon quasi-
particles, i, j = 1, . . . , N , N = Nq + N q + Ng, Nq =

Nu +Nd +Ns and N q = Nu +Nd +Ns are total num-
bers of quarks and antiquarks of all flavours (up, down
and strange), respectively, 3D vectors ri are quasiparti-
cle spatial coordinates, the Qi denote the Wong’s quasi-
particle color variable (8D-vector in the group SU(3)),
(Qi ·Qj) denote scalar product of color vectors. Nonrela-
tivistic approximation for potential energy is used, while
for kinetic energy we still keep relativistic form as the
quasiparticle masses are not negligible as compared with
temperature. The eigenvalue equation of this Hamilto-
nian is usually called the spinless Salpeter equation. It
may be regarded as a well-defined approximation to the
BetheSalpeter formalism [41] for the description of bound
states within relativistic quantum field theories, obtained
when assuming that all bound-state constituents inter-
act instantaneously and propagate like free particles [42].
Among others, it yields semirelativistic descriptions of
hadrons as bound states of quarks [43, 44].
In the classic approximation this system is governed

by Wong’s equations of motion [37]

dpi(t)

dt
= Fi(t), (2)

dri(t)

dt
= vi(t), (3)

dQa
i (t)

dt
= Υa

i (t), (4)

where pi is the momentum of a quasiparticle, vi =
pi/
√
p2
i +m2

i is its velocity, Fi = −∂UC/∂ri is the color-
electric force experienced by the quasiparticle, and

Υa
i =

N∑

j 6=i

∑

b,c

f̆abc
g2Qb

iQ
c
j

4π|ri − rj |
, (5)

is the driving force in equation of motion for the color

charge, f̆abc are structure constants of the group SU(3)
and a, b, c = 1, . . . , 8 (see Appendix I). Below we consider
spatial degrees of freedom quantum-mechanically while
the color dynamics, still classically.
Thermodynamic properties in the grand canonical en-

semble with given temperature (T ), net-quark-number
(µq) and strange (µs) chemical potentials, and fixed vol-
ume V are fully described by the grand partition function
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Z (µq, µs, β, V ) =
∑

{N}

exp{µq(Nq −Nq)/T } exp{µs(Ns −Ns)/T }
Nu! Nd! Ns! Nu! Nd! Ns! Ng!

Z ({N}, V, β) , (6)

Z ({N}, V, β) =
∑

σ

∫

V

dr dµQ ρ(r,Q, σ; {N};β), (7)

where {N} = {Nu, Nd, Ns, Nu, Nd, Ns, Ng},
ρ(r,Q, σ; {N};β) denotes the diagonal matrix elements

of the density-matrix operator ρ̂ = exp(−βĤ) with
β = 1/T . Here r, σ and Q denote the multi-dimensional
vectors related spatial, spin and color degrees of free-
dom, respectively, of all quarks, antiquarks and gluons.
The σ summation and spacial (dr ≡ d3r1...d

3rN ) and
color (dµQ ≡ dµQ1...dµQN ) integrations run over all
individual degrees of freedom of the particles, dµQi

denotes integration over SU(3) group Haar measure,
see Appendix I. Usual choice of the strange chemical
potential is µs = −µq (nonstrange matter), such that

the total factor in front of (Ns −Ns) is zero. Therefore,
below we omit µs from the list of variables. In Eq.
(6) we explicitly wrote sum over different quark flavors
(u,d,s). Below the sum over quark degrees of freedom is
understood in the same way.
Since the masses and the coupling constant depend

on the temperature and quark chemical potential, spe-
cial care should be taken to preserve thermodynamical
consistency of this approach. To achieve this, thermody-
namic functions such as pressure, P , entropy, S, baryon
number, NB, and internal energy, E, should be calcu-

lated through respective derivatives of the logarithm of
the partition function

P = ∂(T lnZ)/∂V, (8)

S = ∂(T lnZ)/∂T, (9)

NB = (1/3)∂(T lnZ)/∂µq, (10)

E = −PV + TS + 3µqNB. (11)

This is a conventional way of maintaining the thermo-
dynamical consistency in approaches of the Ginzburg–
Landau type as they are applied in high-energy physics,
e.g., in the PNJL model.

The exact density matrix ρ = e−βĤ of interacting
quantum systems can be constructed using a path in-
tegral approach [45, 46] based on the operator identity

e−βĤ = e−∆βĤ · e−∆βĤ . . . e−∆βĤ (12)

where the r.h.s. contains n + 1 identical factors with
∆β = β/(n+ 1), which allows us to rewrite the integral
in Eq. (7) in the form

∑

σ

∫
dr(0)dµQρ(r(0), Q, σ; {N};β)

=
∑

σ

∫
dµQdr(0)dr(1) . . . dr(n+1) ρ(1)ρ(2) . . . ρ(n)

×
∑

Pq

∑

Pq

∑

Pg

(−1)κPq+κPqS(σ(0), P̂qP̂qP̂gσ
(n+1)) P̂qP̂qP̂gρ

(n+1)
∣∣
σ(n+1)=σ(0)δ

(
r(n+1) − r(0)

)

≡
∫

dµQ

∫
dr(0)dr(1) . . . dr(n+1)R

(
r(0), r(1), . . . , r(n+1);Q; {N};β

)
δ
(
r(n+1) − r(0)

)
. (13)

For the sake of notation convenience, here we ascribe
superscript (0) to the original variables. Notice that
the color charge Q is a classical variable already in the
mixed (i.e. coordinate-momentum) representation, see
Appendix I. Therefore, we do not build a chain of n
different Q-variables. The spin variable σ is the same
in all ρ(l) except for the ρ(n+1),where it is initially set
σ(n+1) and only after permutations performed is put to

σ. The spin gives rise to the spin part of the density
matrix (S). To take into account the Fermi/Bose
statistics of (anti)quarks/gluons it is necessary to anti-
symmetrize/symmetrize the density matrix over respec-
tive spatial, color, and spin variables. In the prod-
uct of ρ(l) it is enough to perform this antisymmetriza-
tion/symmetrization only in a single term [47], since in
fact the variables of any ρ(l) are related to the same
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set of quasiparticles. We choose it to be ρ(n+1). The
(anti)symmetrization is done by the permutation opera-

tors P̂q, P̂q and P̂g acting on related spatial r(n+1), spin

σ(n+1) and color Q variables in ρ(n+1). The sum runs
over all permutations with parity factors κPq

and κPq

corresponding to each permutation. In Eq. (13)

ρ(l) = ρ
(
r(l−1), r(l), Q; {N}; ∆β

)

=
〈
r(l−1), Q

∣∣∣e−∆βĤ
∣∣∣ r(l), Q

〉
, (14)

is an off-diagonal element of the density matrix. Ac-
cordingly each quasiparticle is represented by a set of co-

ordinates {r(0)i , . . . , r
(n)
i } (“beads”) and a 8-dimensional

color vector Qi in the SU(3) grup. Thus, all ”beads”
of each quasiparticle are characterized by the same spin
projection, flavor and color charge. Notice that masses
and coupling constant in each ρ(l) are the same as those
for the original quasiparticles, i.e. these are still defined
by the actual temperature T .
The main advantage of decomposition (13) is that

it allows us to use perturbation theory to obtain ap-
proximation for density matrices ρ(l), which is appli-
cable due to smallness of artificially introduced factor
1/(n + 1). This means that in each ρ(l) the ratio

g2(T, µq)(Qi ·Qj)/[4π|r(l)i − r
(l)
j |T (n+ 1)] can be always

made much smaller than one, which allows us to use per-
turbation theory with respect to the potential. Each fac-
tor in Eq. (13) should be calculated with the accuracy of
order of 1/(n+ 1)θ with θ > 1, as in this case the error
of the whole product in the limit of large n will be equal
to zero. In the limit (n + 1) −→ ∞, ρl can be approxi-

mated by a product of two-particle density matrices ρ
(l)
ij

[22, 45, 46]. This approximation can be deduces from
operator expansion

exp
(
−∆βĤ

)

≈ exp

(
−∆β

2
K̂

)
exp

(
−∆βÛC

)
exp

(
−∆β

2
K̂

)

×
{
terms with (

∆β

2
)2[K̂, ÛC ] . . .

}
. (15)

As the first approximation with the error proportional to
1/(n+ 1)2 , we can write

exp
(
−∆βĤ

)

≈ exp

(
−∆β

2
K̂

)
exp

(
−∆βÛC

)
exp

(
−∆β

2
K̂

)
,(16)

or a simpler expression based on neglecting the contribu-

tion of commutator
[
K̂, ÛC

]

exp
(
−∆βĤ

)
≈ exp

(
−∆βK̂

)
exp

(
−∆βÛC

)
. (17)

In order to save computational time and resources we use
the simpler expression (17) for calculation of the thermo-
dynamic quantities. This approximation has the same or-
der of the error as that in Eq. (16) but contain a larger

numerical coefficient in front of 1/(n+ 1)2. For calcula-
tions of transport properties we use approximation (16)
as it will be explained in Section III C.
It is very important that in both approximations the

error of the whole product in Eq. (13) is proportional
to 1/(n + 1) and tends to zero in the limit of n → ∞.
The second advantage of the decomposition of Eq. (13)
is that it reduces quantum multi-particle interaction to
the pair-wise sum of two-particle interactions described
by two-particle classical density matrices in each ρ(l).
Thus, neglecting the commutator terms in Eq. (15), we

arrive at the following expression for the density matrix
of Eq. (14)

ρ
(l)
neglecting commutators = ρ

(l)
0 exp

[
−∆βUC

(
r(l), Q

)]
(18)

where ρ
(l)
0 is the corresponding density matrix of nonin-

teracting particles. This approximation works well for
potentials bounded below. However, the Coulomb po-
tential can go to minus infinity and hence the result (18)
diverges in this limit.
A more sophisticated treatment is required to avoid

this divergence. All the calculations along this line can
be rigorously performed for the two-particle density ma-
trix ρ[2](r, r′, Q; ∆β), where r = {r1, r2}, r′ = {r′1, r′2}
and Q = {Q1, Q2}. Expanding the two-particle density
matrix up to the second order in 1/(n + 1), one arrives
to the following result [18]

ρ[2](r, r′, Q; ∆β) ≈ ρ
[2]
0 (r, r′, Q; ∆β)

−
∫ 1

0

dτ

∫
d3r̃

∆β g2(Qi ·Qj)

4π|r̃|∆λ2
12

√
τ(1 − τ)

× exp

(
− π|r12 − r̃|2
∆λ2

12(1− τ)

)
exp

(
−π|r̃− r′12|2

∆λ2
12τ

)

≈ ρ
[2]
0 exp [−∆β Φ12(r12, r

′
12, Q1, Q2)] , (19)

where r12 = r1−r2, r
′
12 = r′1−r′2, ∆λ12 =

√
2π∆β/m12

is defined in terms of the reduced mass of the pair of

particles: m12 = m1m2/(m1 +m2), and ρ
[2]
0 is the two-

particle density matrix of noninteracting particles. In the
end of Eq. (19) the result is presented in the form similar
to Eq. (18), i.e. in terms of an off-diagonal two-particle
effective quantum potential Φ12, which is called a Kelbg
potential [18]. Eq. (19) is the definition of the color
Kelbg potential. The diagonal part of the color Kelbg
potential can be obtained analytically

Φ12(r12, r12, Q1, Q2) ≈
g2 (Qi ·Qj)

4π∆λ12x12

×
{
1− e−(x12)

2

+
√
πx12 [1− erf(x12)]

}
, (20)

where x12 = |r12|/∆λ12. Notice that the color Kelbg
potential approaches the color Coulomb potential at dis-
tances larger than ∆λ12. What is of prime impor-
tance, the color Kelbg potential is finite at zero dis-
tance, thus removing in a natural way the classical diver-
gences and making any artificial cut-offs, often applied
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(see, e.g., Ref. [14]), obsolete. This color potential is a
straightforward generalization of the corresponding po-
tential of electromagnetic Coulomb plasmas [20]. The
off-diagonal color Kelbg potential can be approximated
by the diagonal ones by means of Φ12(r12, r

′
12, Q1, Q2) ≈

[Φ12(r12, r12, Q1, Q2) + Φ12(r
′
12, r

′
12, Q1, Q2)]/2.

Unfortunately such rigorous consideration of multipar-
ticle density matrix for particles interacting by potentials
unbounded below is not available. Therefore, following
the experience gained in electromagnetic Coulomb plas-
mas, we use the following widely used ansatz [45, 46],
which generalizes Eq. (19):

ρ(l) = ρ
(l)
0 exp


−∆β

1

2

N∑

i,j(i6=j)

Φij

(
r
(l−1)
i − r

(l−1)
j , r

(l)
i − r

(l)
j , Qi, Qj

)

 . (21)

Now we are able to construct R of Eq. (13). The density matrix of noninteracting particles is known to be
expressed in terms of determinants and permanents of single-particle density matrices in the standard way. These
determinants and permanents take their origin from the (anti)symmetrization discussed in Eq. (13). Generalizing
the electrodynamic plasma results [22] to the quark-gluon plasma case, we write approximate R

R
(
r(0), r(1), . . . r(n+1);Q; {N};β

)
=

= exp{−β U}
∑

σ

[
n∏

l=1

N∏

i=1

φii

(
r
(l−1)
i , r

(l)
i ,∆β

)]

×
per

∥∥φ
(
r(n), r(0),∆β

)∥∥
Ng

Λ
3(n+1)Ng

g (∆β)

det
∥∥φ
(
r(n), r(0),∆β

)∥∥
Nq

Λ
3(n+1)Nq

q (∆β)

det
∥∥φ
(
r(n), r(0),∆β

)∥∥
Nq

Λ
3(n+1)Nq

q (∆β)
, (22)

In Eq. (22) the effective total color interaction energy is

U =
1

n+ 1

n+1∑

l=1

1

2

N∑

i,j(i6=j)

Φij

(
r
(l−1)
i − r

(l−1)
j , r

(l)
i − r

(l)
j , Qi, Qj

)
. (23)

Other quantities in Eq. (22) are defined as follows:

Λ3
a(β) = λ3

a

√
π/2(βma)5 (24)

with λa =
√
2πβ/ma being a thermal wavelength of an

a type quasiparticle (a = q, q, g). The antisymmetriza-
tion and symmetrization are taken into account by the
symbols “det” and “per” denoting the determinant and
permanent, respectively. Eq. (22) is exact in the limit
of n −→ ∞. Indeed, since each factor in Eq. (13) has
an error of order of 1/(n + 1)θ with θ > 1, the error of
the whole product in the limit of n −→ ∞ equals zero.
Matrix φ (r, r′,∆β) is defined by its matrix elements

φij (r, r
′,∆β) =

K2 [zij (r, r
′,∆β)]

[zij (r, r′,∆β)]
2

× δ
[
δai,g + (δai,q + δai,q) δfi,fj δσi,σj

]
(25)

with

zij (r, r
′,∆β) = ∆β mi

√
1 +

∣∣ri − r′j

∣∣2 /∆β2 (26)

defined in terms of the modified Bessel function K2.
These matrix elements are nonzero only for particles of

the same type, i.e. ai = aj . Additional Kronecker sym-
bols in spin, σi, and flavor, fi, indices of the particles are
applicable only to quark and antiquark matrix elements.
They prevent Pauli blocking for particles with different
spins and flavors. The quantity φ describes the relativis-
tic measure of trajectories in the color path integral. This
measure is associated with relativistic operator of kinetic
energy in Eq. (1). In the limit of large mass this measure
coincides with the Gaussian one used in Feynman-Wiener
path integrals. Due to factors δai,aj

δfi,fj the matrix φ
has a block structure corresponding to different types of
particles and different flavors of quarks and antiquarks.
Subscripts Na near det and per operations precisely refer
to the corresponding blocks, which in case of quarks and
antiquarks are still subdivided into sub-blocks related to
flavors.

The dominant contribution to the partition function
comes from configurations in which the “size ” of the
quasiparticle cloud of ’beads’ is of the order of the Comp-
ton wavelength λC = 1/mi. Thus, this path integral rep-
resentation takes into account quantum uncertainty of
the quasiparticle position. In the limit of a large mass
the spatial quasiparticle extension becomes much smaller
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than the average interparticle distance. This makes pos-
sible an analytical integration over the ’beads’ positions
by the method of steepest decent. As result the parti-
tion function is reduced to its classical limit involving
point-like quasiparticles.
In fact, in Monte-Carlo simulations the pressure of the

system is computed. To obtained expression for the pres-
sure we change the variable in Eq. (8)

P =
∂T lnZ

∂V
= T

[
α

3V

∂ lnZ

∂α

]

α=1

, (27)

where α = L/L0 (V = α3L3
0) is the length scaling pa-

rameter introduced in physical quasiparticle coordinates.
Details of derivation of the final Monte-Carlo pressure
estimator and final intricate formula for path integral
representation of partition function is presented and dis-
cussed in [46, 64, 65]. Notice that only the maximal {N}
term in the sum of Eq. (6) is dominant in the thermo-
dynamic limit of the box volume V → ∞. Therefore,
keeping only this maximal term, corresponding to the
canonical ensemble with {N} numbers of particles, in
the sum (6), we arrive at the following expression for the
Monte-Carlo pressure estimator

P

P0
= 1− 1

N

[3Z({N}, V, β)]−1

Λ
3(n+1)Ng

g (∆β)Λ
3(n+1)Nq

q (∆β)Λ
3(n+1)Nq

q (∆β)

×
∫

dµQ

∫
dr(0)dr(1) . . . dr(n+1)R

(
r(0), r(1), . . . , r(n+1);Q; {N};β

)
δ
(
r(n+1) − r(0)

)

×
{

n∑

l=1

N∑

i,j(i6=j)

(
rlij · r0ij

)

|rlij |
∂βU

∂|rlij |

− α

per
∥∥φ
(
r(n), r(0),∆β

)∥∥
Ng

· det
∥∥φ
(
r(n), r(0),∆β

)∥∥
Nq

· det
∥∥φ
(
r(n), r(0),∆β

)∥∥
Nq

×
[
∂ per

∥∥φ
(
r(n), r(0),∆β

)∥∥
Ng

· det
∥∥φ
(
r(n), r(0),∆β

)∥∥
Nq

· det
∥∥φ
(
r(n), r(0),∆β

)∥∥
Nq

∂α

]

α=1

}
(28)

where P0 is the pressure of the the ideal gas of quasipar-
ticles, rlij = rli − rlj is the distance between beads with
number l of quasiparticles with numbers i and j.
The structure of Eq. (28) is obvious. We have sepa-

rated the classical ideal gas part (first term). The ideal
quantum part in excess of the classical one and the cor-
relation contributions are contained in the integral term.
The last term in curly brackets in Eq. (28) is due to ex-
plicit volume dependence of the exchange matrix. The
main advantage of Eqs. (28) is that the explicit sum over
permutations has been converted into the determinant
which can be computed very efficiently using standard
linear algebra methods. Note that Eqs. (28) contain the
important limit of an ideal quantum plasma in a natural
way.

III. WIGNER DYNAMICS

We are going to use Wigner formulation of quantum
mechanics for consideration of QGP kinetic properties.
Let us review the underlying ideas of the Wigner dy-
namics for the simplest case, i.e. for nonrelativistic col-
orless system of particles [48]. The basis of our con-

sideration is the Wigner representation of the von Neu-
mann equation – a Wigner-Liouville equation (WLE).
To derive the WLE for the simplest density matrix
ρ(r, r′, t) = Ψ(r, t)Ψ∗(r′, t) of the 3D N-particle system
with Ψ being an eigenfunction of a Hamiltonian operator

Ĥ =
∑N

i=1 p̂
2
i /m + U , we introduce center-of-mass and

relative coordinates in a standard manner: q ≡ (r+r′)/2
and ξ ≡ r′ − r. Note that all these quantities are
3N -dimensional vectors. A Wigner distribution function
(WF) is defined as

w (p, q, t) =
1

(2π)6N

∫
ρ

(
q +

ξ

2
, q − ξ

2
, t

)
eipξ dξ. (29)

Here and below products of vector quantities like pξ are
understood as scalar products of 3N dimensional vec-
tors. Using this definition, one can derive the WLE for
w (p, q, t) [48–50]. Applying time derivative to definition
(29) and taking into account that

i
∂

∂t
Ψ(r, t) = ĤΨ(r, t), i

∂

∂t
Ψ∗(r, t) = −ĤΨ∗(r, t) (30)

we arrive at
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∂w (p, q, t)

∂t
=

1

(2π)6N

∫
dξ exp(ipξ)

1

i

[
Ĥ(r, t)− Ĥ(r′, t)

]
ρ(r, r′, t)

=
1

(2π)6N

∫
dξ exp(ipξ)

{
− i

m

∂2

∂q∂ξ
+

1

i

[
U

(
q − ξ

2

)
− U

(
q +

ξ

2

)]}
ρ

(
q +

ξ

2
, q − ξ

2
, t

)
. (31)

By means of integration by parts the first term in the braces can be transformed as follows

1

(2π)6N

∫
dξ exp(ipξ)

(
− i

m

)
∂2

∂q∂ξ
ρ

(
q +

ξ

2
, q − ξ

2
, t

)
= − p

m

∂w (p, q, t)

∂q
(32)

while for the second one we obtain the following expression

1

(2π)6N

∫
dξ exp(ipξ)

1

i

[
U

(
q − ξ

2

)
− U

(
q +

ξ

2

)]
ρ

(
q +

ξ

2
, q − ξ

2
, t

)

=
4

(2π)6N

∫
dsw (p− s, q, t)

∫
dq′ U (q − q′) sin (2sq′) (33)

which results from substitution of ρ expressed in the form
of inverse transformation to formula (29).
This way we arrive at the following form of the WLE

∂w

∂t
+

p

m

∂w

∂q
− ∂U(q)

∂q

∂w

∂p
=

∫
dsw (p− s, q, t)ω (s, q)(34)

where

ω (s, q) = − ∂U(q)

∂q

dδ (s)

ds

+
4

(2π)
6N

∫
dq′ U (q − q′) sin (2sq′) (35)

In the classical limit, ~ → 0, the r.h.s. of Eq. (34) dis-
appears and Eq. (34) is reduced to the classical Liouville
equation. This is the reason why we extracted the term
∂U(q)/∂q from the r.h.s. of Eq. (34).

A. Wigner Dynamics of Color Particles

Let us consider dynamics of QGP quasiparticles ad-
ditionally characterized by color variables Q and derive
the color WLE for a density matrix ρ(r, r′, Q, t) of the
3D N-particle system, where, as before, Q denotes color
degrees of freedom of all quarks, antiquarks and gluons.
Since color charges Q are treated classically, we consider
only diagonal density matrix with respect to colors. In-
deed, the Q variable already includes both canonical co-
ordinate and momentum corresponding to classical color
dynamics (see Appendix I). Therefore, the density matrix
takes the form

ρ(r, r′, Q, t) = ρ(r, r′, Q, t)
∏

i

δ (Qi −Qi(t)) (36)

where the product runs over all particles in the system
and Qi(t) is a solution of the classical equation of motion

for color (4). Here ρ(r, r′, Q, t) = Ψ(r,Q, t)Ψ∗(r′, Q, t) is
a quantum part of the density matrix with Ψ being an
eigenfunction of the Hamiltonian operator described by
Eq. (1) and Q are already fixed c-numbers.
Now the definition of the corresponding WF reads

w (p, q,Q, t)

=
1

(2π)3N

∫
ρ

(
q − ξ

2
, q +

ξ

2
, Q, t

)
eipξ dξ. (37)

The quasiparticles are also characterized by spin and fla-
vor, which we do not explicitly include in the list of quasi-
particle degrees of freedom. Notice that color degrees of
freedom are also in the Wigner representation, since Q
includes both color canonical coordinated and momenta,
see Appendix I. Now the WLE is defined by equation of
the form [33, 51]:

∂w

∂t
+ v

∂w

∂q
+ F

∂w

∂p
+Υ

∂w

∂Q

=

∫
dsw (p− s, q,Q, t)ω (s, q) , (38)

where v = {vi} is 3N-dimensional vector of velocities of
all quasiparticles, cf. Eq. (3), F = −∂UC(q,Q)/∂q is a
set of the color-electric forces experienced by all quasi-
particles, cf. Eq. (2), Υ = {Υa

i } is an 8N-dimensional
vector of driving forces in Wong’s equation of motion for
the color charge (4), and ω (s, q) is defined by Eq. (35).
The classical part of WLE (38), i.e. the l.h.s. of it,

can be easily derived e.g. from the Wong’s equations of
motion (2)-(4) for the color-charged particles (see Ref.
[51]). In particular, the term Υ∂w/∂Q natirally results
from (dQ(t)/dt)∂w/∂Q and Wong’s equation (4). Since
we confine ourselves to classical dynamics of color, we do
not need any further (quantum) consideration for it. The
quantum space dynamics [i.e. the r.h.s. of Eq. (38)] is
derived completely in the same way as it was described
above, see Eqs. (31)-(34), with minor complications due
to relativistic kinematics.
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B. Wigner representation of time correlation
functions

In computations of transport properties, like viscosity,
our starting point is the general Kubo expression for the
canonical ensemble-averaged operator [52]

C̆BA(t) = Z−1Tr
{
e−βHB̂ eiĤt Â e−iĤt

}
, (39)

where B̂ and Â are quantum operators of dynamic quan-

tities under consideration and Z (N, V, T ) = Tr
{
e−βĤ

}

is the canonical partition function. Frequently a sym-
metric time-correlation function is also used [53]:

CBA(t) = Z−1Tr
{
B̂ eiĤt∗c Â e−iĤtc

}
, (40)

where tc = t − iβ/2 is a complex-valued quantity in-
cluding the inverse temperature β = 1/T . The Fourier

transforms of C̆BA(t) and CBA(t) are related as [53]

CBA(ω) = exp

(
−βω

2

)
C̆BA(ω). (41)

As a consequence, transport coefficients described by
zero-frequency (ω = 0) Fourier components can be ob-

tained from the symmetric time-correlation functions,
which may offer certain computational advantages. This
symmetric form is used below.

The Wigner representation of the time-correlation
function in a 6N -dimensional space can be written as

CBA(t) = (2π)−6N (42)

×
∫

dpqµQdp̃qµQB(pqQ)A(p̃qQ)W
(
pqQ; p̃qQ; t;β

)

where we introduced a short-hand notation for phase

space points in (6N+8N)-dimesional space, pqQ and p̃qQ,
with p, q and Q comprising the momenta, coordinates
and color variables, respectively, of all particles of the
system. Here A(pqQ) denotes the Weyl’s symbol [48] of

the operator Â:

A(p̃qQ) =

∫
dξ̃ exp(−ip̃ξ̃)

〈
q̃ − ξ̃

2
, Q̃
∣∣∣Â
∣∣∣ q̃ + ξ̃

2
, Q̃

〉
,

(43)

and similarly for the operator B̂, while

W
(
pqQ; p̃qQ; t;β

)
is the spectral density expressed as

W
(
pqQ; p̃qQ; t;β

)
= Z−1

∑

σ̃,σ

∫ ∫
dξdξ̃ eipξeip̃ξ̃

〈
q +

ξ

2
, Q
∣∣∣eiĤt∗c

∣∣∣ q̃ − ξ̃

2
, Q̃

〉〈
q̃ +

ξ̃

2
, Q̃
∣∣∣e−iĤtc

∣∣∣ q − ξ

2
, Q

〉
. (44)

In Eq. (42) we silently assumed that operators Â and B̂ do not depend on spin variables. Therefore, summation over
spins σ̃ and σ can be safely moved to the definition of W . Here and below we do not explicitly write spin variables, if
they are not essential. The time-correlation function CBA(t) is a linear functional of the spectral density W . Thus,
the problem of its treatment is reduced to the consideration of the spectral density evolution.
As it follows from Eqs. (38) and Ref. [54], the following system of the WL integro-differential equations describe

the time evolution of the color spectral density W :

∂W

∂t
+ v

∂W

∂q
+ F

∂W

∂p
+Υ

∂W

∂Q
=

∫
dsW

(
p− s, qQ; p̃qQ; t;β

)
ω (s, q, ) , (45)

−∂W

∂t
+ ṽ

∂W

∂q̃
+ F

∂W

∂p̃
+Υ

∂W

∂Q̃
=

∫
dsW

(
pqQ; p̃− s, q̃Q; t;β

)
ω (s, q̃) , (46)

where as before ω (s, q) is defined by Eq. (35). This equations are derived precisely in the same way as those of
Eqs. (38) and (31)-(34), only the Hamiltonian H appears here as a result of time derivation of exponent functions,

eiĤt and e−iĤt, rather than from application of equations of motion (30) in Eq. (31). Notice that while Eq. (45)
describes evolution in the positive time direction, Eq. (46) specifies propagation in the reverse time direction. This

happens because of the presence the direct time e−iĤt and reverse time eiĤt evolution operators in definition of the
time-correlation function (40).

Now using Eqs. (45) and (46) we can obtain an integral equation [48–50, 54] for W
(
pqQ; p̃qQ; t;β

)

W
(
pqQ; p̃qQ; t;β

)

=

{∫
dp0q0µQ0 d ˜p0q0µQ0G

(
pqQ, p̃qQ, t; p0q0Q0, p̃0q0Q0, 0

)
W (p0q0Q0; p̃0q0Q0; t = 0, β)
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+
1

2

(∫ t

0

dt′
∫

ds

∫
dp′q′µQ′ d ˜p′q′µQ′ G

(
pqQ, p̃qQ, t; p′q′Q′, p̃′q′Q′, t′

)

×
[
W (p′ − s, q′Q′; p̃′q′Q′; t′;β)ω(s, q′)−W (p′q′Q′; p̃′ − s, q̃′Q′; t′;β)ω(s, q̃′)

])}
, (47)

with Green function

G
(
pqQ, p̃qQ, t; p′q′Q′, p̃′q′Q′, t′

)

= δ
(
p− p(t; p′q′Q′, t′)

)
δ
(
q − q(t; p′q′Q′, t′)

)
δ
(
Q−Q(t; p′q′Q′, t′)

)

× δ
(
p̃− p̃(t; p̃′q′Q′, t′)

)
δ
(
q̃ − q̃(t; p̃′q′Q′, t′)

)
δ
(
Q̃− Q̃(t; p̃′q′Q′, t′)

)
. (48)

describing propagation of the spectral density along clas-
sical trajectories in positive time direction

dp(t; p′q′Q′, t′)

dt
=

1

2
F (qQt),

dq(t; p′q′Q′, t′)

dt
=

1

2
v[p(t; p′q′Q′, t′)],

dQ(t; p′q′Q′, t′)

dt
=

1

2
Υ(qQt), (49)

and in the reverse time direction

dp̃(t; p̃′q′Q′, t′)

dt
= −1

2
F (q̃Qt),

dq̃(t; p̃′q′Q′, t′)

dt
= −1

2
ṽ[p̃(t; p̃′q′Q′, t′)],

dQ̃(t; p̃′q′Q′, t′)

dt
= −1

2
Υ(q̃Qt), (50)

where (q̃Qt) = [q̃(t; p̃′q′Q′, t′), Q̃(t; p̃′q′Q′, t′)] and simi-
larly for bared quantities. These equations of motion are
supplemented by initial conditions at time t = 0

p(t; p0q0Q0, 0) = p0,
q(t; p0q0Q0, 0) = q0,
Q(t; p0q0Q0, 0) = Q0, (51)

p̃(t; p̃0q0Q0, 0) = p̃0,

q̃(t; p̃0q0Q0, 0) = q̃0,

Q̃(t; p̃0q0Q0, 0) = Q̃0. (52)

and by initial conditions at time t = t′

p(t′; p′q′Q′, t′) = p′,
q(t′; p′q′Q′, t′) = q′,

Q(t′; p′q′Q′, t′) = Q
′
, (53)

p̃(t′; p̃′q′Q′, t′) = p̃′,

q̃(t′; p̃′q′Q′, t′) = q̃′,

Q̃(t′; p̃′q′Q′, t′) = Q̃′. (54)

In fact, Eqs. (49) are Wong’s equations of motion but
written for half-time (t/2). Similarly, Eqs. (50) are
half-time Wong’s e quations of motion reversed in time.

This happens because the time correlation is taken be-
tween instants in the past and the future with the ini-
tial conditions fixed in between these instants, i.e. at

t = 0 the spectral density W (pqQ0; p̃qQ0; t = 0, β) =

W0(pqQ0; p̃qQ0;β) is fixed as it is described in the next
subsection. The right-hand sides of equations (49) and
(50) include interparticle interaction that can be arbi-
trary strong.
Solution of the integral equation (47) can be obtained

in a form of iterative series with absolute convergence.
In this work, we take into account only the first term of
this iteration series:

W
(
pqQ; p̃qQ; t;β

)
≃
∫

dp0q0µQ0 d ˜p0q0µQ0

× G
(
pqQ, p̃qQ, t; p0q0Q0, p̃0q0Q0, 0

)

× W0(pqQ0; p̃qQ0;β). (55)

Notice that if the initial W0(pqQ0; p̃qQ0;β) is chosen ap-
propriately [48], i.e. such that it contains all powers of
the Planck’s constant, then the first term of the iterative
series, i.e. Eq. (55), describes propagation of a quantum
initial spectral density along classical trajectories. Other
(higher) terms describe propagation of the initial spectral
density along the analogous trajectories but perturbated
by momentum jumps resulted from the convolution struc-
ture of integral term in Eq. (47). From physical point of
view these jumps relate to quantum ([p, q]) uncertainty
(for details see discussion in Ref. [49]). As it was found
in Refs. [49, 50, 55], the main contribution to WF comes
from the trajectories without jumps, i.e. from the first
term of the iterative series, if the motion takes place in a
classically accessible region, which is the case here. Nev-
ertheless calculations with higher-order iterative terms
are in progress and will be reported elsewhere.
As known, the classical limit for multi-component

Coulomb system does not exist since the stability of
Coulomb systems is only provided by quantum effects.
That was the physical reason for arising the color Kelbg
potential in the patition function and Eq. (64) for initial
condition (see below). To take into account this quantum
effect we replace the color Coulomb potential UC by the
Kelbg one Φ in quantities F and Υ defining propagation
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of the spectral density along the classical trajectories,
see Eqs. (49) and (50). By this replacement we are able
to take into account certain higher-order quantum terms
of the iteration series presenting the solution of integral
equation (47). From the practical point of view, it al-
lows us to avoid problems due to singular character of
the Coulomb potential.

C. Initial conditions

The initial function W0 is expressed in terms of ma-
trix elements of density matrix considered in section II B.
Accordingly to Eq. (44) for t = 0 and definition of the
density matrix ρ, cf. Eq. (7), we have

W0

(
pqQ; p̃qQ;β

)
= Z−1

∑

σ̃,σ

∫
dξdξ̃ eipξeip̃ξ̃

〈
q +

ξ

2
, Q

∣∣∣∣ρ
(
β

2

)∣∣∣∣ q̃ −
ξ̃

2
, Q̃

〉〈
q̃ +

ξ̃

2
, Q̃

∣∣∣∣ρ
(
β

2

)∣∣∣∣ q −
ξ

2
, Q

〉

× δ(Q− Q̃) δσ̃,σ. (56)

Thus, the problem is reduced to calculation of matrix
elements of density matrix ρ, which is similar to that we
did in sect. II devoted to thermodynamics. Only now we
need nondiagonal matrix elements rather than diagonal
ones, as in sect. II.
As before, cf. Eq. (13), let us subdivide ρ (β/2) into

beards using the operator identity

e−βĤ/2 = e−∆β′Ĥ · e−∆β′Ĥ . . . e−∆β′Ĥ ,

where the r.h.s. contains n + 1 identical factors with
∆β′ = β/[2(n+ 1)], so

〈
q +

ξ

2
, Q

∣∣∣∣ρ
(
β

2

)∣∣∣∣ q̃ −
ξ̃

2
, Q

〉

≃
∫

dr(1) . . . dr(n) ρ(1) ρ(2) ρ(3) . . . ρ(n)ρ(n+1) (57)

where ρ(l) (l = 1, . . . , n+1) are defined by Eqs. (14) and
(21) with

r(0) = q +
ξ

2
, r(n+1) = q̃ − ξ̃

2

and ∆β replaced by ∆β′. The bar sign above ρ(l) means
that these quantities depend on “bared” variables r(l).
Similarly, after antisymmetrization we obtain

〈
q̃ +

ξ̃

2
, Q

∣∣∣∣ρ
(
β

2

)∣∣∣∣ q −
ξ

2
, Q

〉

≃
∫

dr̃(1) . . . dr̃(n+1) ρ̃(1) ρ̃(2) ρ̃(3) . . . ρ̃(n)

×


∑

Pq

∑

Pq̃

∑

Pg

(−1)κPq+κPq P̂qP̂q̃P̂g ρ̃
(n+1)


 , (58)

with

r̃(0) = q̃ +
ξ̃

2
, r̃(n+1) = q − ξ

2
,

where the “tilde” functions ρ̃(l) depend on “tilde” vari-
ables. Similarly to Eq. (13) it is enough to perform the
symmetrization-antisymmetrization only in a single ma-
trix element in Eq. (56).

In Sect. II we used the approximate expression for
elements of the density matrix based on Eq. (21). Here
it is not practical. An alternative approximation can
be derived by means of expression (16) for the density

matrix operator. Notice that in fact exp{−(∆β′/2)K̂}
is a density matrix of the non-interacting system. This
symmetrized form results in the following approximation
to the matrix elements

ρ(l) = ρ
(
r(l−1), r(l), Q; {N}; ∆β′/2

)

=

∫
dq(l) ρ0

(
r(l−1), q(l), Q; {N}; ∆β′/2

)
ρ0

(
q(l), r(l), Q; {N}; ∆β′/2

)

× exp


−∆β′ 1

2

N∑

i,j(i6=j)

Φij

(
q
(l)
i − q

(l)
j ,q

(l)
i − q

(l)
j , Qi, Qj

)

 , (59)
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where Φij is the diagonal part of the color Kelbg poten-
tial, see Eq. (20). This approximate form has the same
accuracy as that in Eq. (14 ). At the same time it allows
us to explicitly perform Fourier transforms in Eq. (56),
since the ξ dependence now occurs only in the ρ0 factors.
Thus, based on the above approximation for ρ(l) we

are able to explicitly evaluate integrals over ξ and ξ̃

∫
dξ̃ eip̃ξ̃ρ(n+1)ρ̃(1) = ρ(n+1)ρ̃(1)ϕ

(
p̃; r(n), r̃(1)

)
(60)

∫
dξ eipξρ̃(n+1)ρ(1) = ρ̃(n+1)ρ(1)ϕ

(
p; r̃(n), r(1)

)
(61)

where on the r.h.s. of these equations and below the
marginal coordinates take already the following values

r(0) = q, r(n+1) = q̃,

r̃(0) = q̃, r̃(n+1) = q,

and the complex-valued function ϕ is defined as

ϕ (p; r′, r′′)

=

N∏

i=1

(
2λ′2

i

)3/2
exp

[
− 1

2π

(
piλ

′
i + iπ

r′i − r′′i

λ′
i

)2
]
(62)

with λ′
i =

√
π∆β′/mi being the i-particle thermal wave

lengths related to temperature 2/∆β′.

Substituting these expressions into Eq. (56), we arrive
at [45, 54, 55]

W0(pqQ; p̃qQ;β) =
1

Z

∫
dr(1) . . . dr(n) dq(1) . . . dq(n+1) dr̃(1) . . . dr̃(n) dq̃(1) . . . dq̃(n+1)

× Ψ
(
pqQ; p̃qQ; r(1), . . . , r(n); q(1), . . . , q(n+1); r̃(1), . . . , r̃(n); q̃(1), . . . , q̃(n+1);β

)
(63)

with

Ψ
(
pqQ; p̃qQ; r(1), . . . , r(n); q(1), . . . , q(n+1); r̃(1), . . . , r̃(n); q̃(1), . . . , q̃(n+1);β

)

= exp
{
−β
(
U + Ũ

)}
δ(Q− Q̃)

×
∑

σ̃,σ

[
n+1∏

l=1

ρ0

(
r(l−1), q(l), Q; {N}; ∆β′/2

)
ρ0

(
q(l), r(l), Q; {N}; ∆β′/2

)]
ϕ
(
p̃; r(n), r̃(1)

)

×
[

n∏

l=1

ρ0

(
r̃(l−1), q̃(l), Q̃; {N}; ∆β′/2

)
ρ0

(
q̃(l), r̃(l), Q̃; {N}; ∆β′/2

)]
ϕ
(
p; r̃(n), r(1)

)

×


∑

Pq

∑

Pq

∑

Pg

(−1)κPq+κPq P̂qP̂qP̂gρ0

(
q̃(n+1), r̃(n+1), Q̃; {N}; ∆β′/2

)
δσ,σ̃ S(σ̃, P̂qP̂qP̂gσ̃

′)
∣∣
σ̃′=σ̃


 (64)

where

U =
1

2

1

n+ 1

n+1∑

l=1

N∑

i,j(i6=j)

Φij

(
q
(l)
i − q

(l)
j ,q

(l)
i − q

(l)
j , Qi, Qj

)
. (65)

Ũ =
1

2

1

n+ 1

n+1∑

l=1

N∑

i,j(i6=j)

Φij

(
q̃
(l)
i − q̃

(l)
j , q̃

(l)
i − q̃

(l)
j , Q̃i, Q̃j

)
. (66)

Applying the notation of Sect. II (cf. Eqs. (24) and Eq. (25)), we finally arrive at

Ψ
(
pqQ; p̃qQ; r(1), . . . , r(n); q(1), . . . , q(n+1); r̃(1), . . . , r̃(n); q̃(1), . . . , q̃(n+1);β

)

= exp
{
−β
(
U + Ũ

)}
δ(Q− Q̃)

×
∑

σ̃,σ

[
n+1∏

l=1

(
N∏

i=1

φii

(
r(l−1), q(l),∆β′/2

) )( N∏

i=1

φii

(
q(l), r(l),∆β′/2

))]
ϕ
(
p̃; r(n), r̃(1)

)
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×
[

n∏

l=1

(
N∏

i=1

φii

(
r̃(l−1), q̃(l),∆β′/2

) )( N∏

i=1

φii

(
q̃(l), r̃(l),∆β′/2

))]

×
det

∥∥φ
(
q̃(n+1), r̃(n+1),∆β′/2

)∥∥
Nq

Λ
6(n+1)Nq

q (∆β′/2)

det
∥∥φ
(
q̃(n+1), r̃(n+1),∆β′/2

)∥∥
Nq

Λ
6(n+1)Nq

q (∆β′/2)

×
per

∥∥φ
(
q̃(n+1), r̃(n+1),∆β′/2

)∥∥
Ng

Λ
6(n+1)Ng

g (∆β′/2)
ϕ
(
p; r̃(n), r(1)

)
δσ,σ̃

(67)

with

r(0) = q, r(n+1) = q̃, r̃(0) = q̃, r̃(n+1) = q.

In the limit n → ∞ this expression exactly gives the product of matrix elements in Eq. (56) in the form of path
integrals multiplied by a limiting expression of the ϕ functions. According to the Lebesque-Dirac delta theorem (see

Appendix II), the ρ()ρ̃()ϕ products in integral (63) in the limit n → ∞ are equivalent to the to the following real
valued expressions

ρ(n+1)ρ̃(1)ϕ
(
p̃; r(n), r̃(1)

)
n→∞−→ ρ(n+1)ρ̃(1)

N∏

i=1

((
2λ2

i

)3/2
exp

[
− p̃2

iλ
2
i

2π

])(
λ′
i

π

)3

δ
(
r
(n)
i − r̃

(1)
i

)
(68)

ρ̃(n+1)ρ(1)ϕ
(
p; r̃(n), r(1)

)
n→∞−→ ρ(n+1)ρ̃(1)

N∏

i=1

((
2λ2

i

)3/2
exp

[
−p2

iλ
2
i

2π

])(
λ′
i

π

)3

δ
(
r̃
(n)
i − r

(1)
i

)
(69)

where λi =
√
πβ/2mi. Analytical integration over the

delta function simplifies the final path integral used for
further computation of the real-valued W0 by means of
the Monte-Carlo method.

IV. SIMULATIONS OF QGP

The developed approach is applied to the QGP at zero
baryon density (µq = 0). Then assumption on equal
quark masses (see point IV in subsect. II A) immedi-
ately implies equal fractions of quarks and antiqiarks
of different flavors: Nu = Nd = Ns = Nq/3 = Nu =

Nd = Ns = N q/3. Ideally the parameters of the model
should be deduced from the QCD lattice data. However,
presently this task is still quite ambiguous. Therefore, in
the present simulations we take only a possible set of pa-
rameters. We use so called “one-loop analytic coupling”
[56, 57]

αs(Q
2) =

4π

11− (2/3)Nf

×
[

1

ln(Q2/Λ2
QCD)

+
Λ2
QCD

Λ2
QCD −Q2

]
(70)

where Q is the momentum transfer, ΛQCD = 206 MeV is
the QCD scale and Nf = 3 is the number of flavors.
The analytically generated non-perturbative contribu-
tion Λ2

QCD/(Λ2
QCD −Q2) subtracts the unphysical Lan-

dau pole in a minimal way, yielding a ghost-free behavior

which avoids any adjustable parameter. This coupling
agrees with a great body of experimental data [56, 57].
As it is usually done in thermal field models, we substi-
tute Q by 2πT to use this coupling in our simulations.
The resulting αs(T ) is displayed in the Panel (a) of Fig. 1
and compared with QCD-lattice coupling deduced from
a short-distance behavior of the singlet free energy [58]
and from spectral density of heavy-quark correlator [59].
As seen, the running coupling deduced from experimental
data is close to those obtained in the lattice QCD. Notice
that determination of αs(T ) in lattice QCD simulations
is quite indirect. Therefore, different indirect methods
naturally give somewhat different results.

The quasiparticle masses were chosen to reproduce the
pressure obtained in lattice QCD calculations [4, 5]. The
T -dependence of these masses is presented in Fig. 1(
Panel a). When choosing masses we kept in mind con-
straints resulting from lattice QCD data [34, 36, 60]
and QCD-motivated quasiparticle models [61, 62]. While
gluon masses used in this paper well comply with those
deduced from both lattice QCD data [34, 60] and quasi-
particle models, this is not the case for quark masses.
Our quark masses agrees with values required for quasi-
particle fits [61, 62] of the lattice thermodynamic prop-
erties of the QGP: mq/T ≃ 1.5 ÷ 2.5. At the same time
they are appreciably lower than those in old lattice data
[34]: mq/T ≃ 4, and higher than mq/T ≃ 0.8 reported
in newer lattice calculations [36].
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FIG. 1: (Color online) Input data for the PIMC simulations.
Panel a: Running coupling constant versus temperature fit-
ted to experimental data [56, 57] (solid line). Points present
the coupling deduced from lattice QCD simulations in Refs.
[58] [lattice (Bielefeld 2012)] and [59] [lattice (Banerjee et al.
2012)].
Panel b: Mass-to-temperature ratio for quark and gluon
quasiparticles versus temperature. Points are values used in
simulations. The solid lines are smooth interpolations be-
tween points.

A. Equilibrium Properties

Figure 2 (Panel a) demonstrates the quality of repro-
duction of the equation of state (EOS), i.e. the pressure
versus temperature, achieved with the above discussed
input data. The reference EoS (filled points in the Panel
(a) of Fig. 2) is taken from QCD lattice simulations of
the QGP [4]. The quality of the reproduction obviously
depends on the degree of accurate tuning of the input
data, i.e. the quasiparticle masses. However, the PIMC
scheme itself also produces certain errors. If there are
metastable states of the system, convergence of calcula-
tions becomes poor because of jumps between stable and
metastable states. This is a typical situation when the
system approaches to a point (or a range) of a phase tran-
sition. Precisely this happens at the lower end of consid-
ered temperature range. The shaded aria in the Panel (a)
of Fig. 2 indicates these uncertainties of the PIMC cal-
culations. Figure 2 also presents the entropy S/T 3 and
trace anomaly (ε−3P )/T 4 of the QGP. These quantities

are calculated accordingly to Eqs. (8)-(11). In order to
avoid the numeric noise, the derivative of a smooth inter-
polation between the PIMC points (solid line in the Panel
(a) of Fig. 2) was taken. Though agreement with the lat-
tice data looks worse for the entropy and trace anomaly,
in fact it is the same as that for pressure. Differentiation
operations in Eqs. (9) and (11) make differences between
PIMC results and lattice data more pronounced.
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FIG. 2: (Color online) Pressure (Panel a), entropy (Panel b)
and trace anomaly (Panel c) scaled with corresponding powers
of temperature versus temperature from PIMC simulations
(open squares). These are compared with lattice data of Refs.
[4, 5] (filled circles). The solid line in the Panel (a) is a smooth
interpolation between the PIMC points. Entropy and trace
anomaly are calculated based on this smooth interpolation.
The shaded aria in the Panel (a) indicates uncertainties of
the PIMC calculations.
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FIG. 3: (Color online) Quark degeneracy parameter χu and
the plasma coupling parameter Γ [see Eq. (71)] versus tem-
perature. Lines are smooth interpolations between points.

Having calibrated the model by reproducing the EoS,
we can proceed to predictions. First, let us consider in-
ternal properties of the system. To characterize physical
conditions and interplay of interaction and degeneracy in
Fig. 3 a degeneracy parameter χu for ’up’ quarks and a

plasma coupling parameter Γ are presented:

χu = nuλ
3
u, Γ =

q2g
2

4πrsT
, (71)

where the thermal wave length λu was defined in the
previous sectios (see text after Eq. (24)), nu is density
of u quarks, r3s = 3/(4πn) is Wigner-Seitz radius, n is
the density of all quasiparticles (quarks, antiquarks and
gluons), and q2 is the quadratic Casimir value averaged
over quarks, antiquarks and gluons, q2 = N2

c − 1 is a
good estimate for this quantity. The plasma coupling
parameter is a measure of ratio of the average potential to
the average kinetic energy, and the degeneracy parameter
χu indicates wheather a system is classical (χu ≪ 1) or
quantum (χu ∼> 1). It turns out that Γ and χu are of
order unity which indicates that the QGP is a strongly
coupled quantum (χu ∼> 1) liquid (Γ ∼ 1) rather than a
gas.

To clarify interplay of interaction and degeneracy let
us consider spatial arrangement of the quasiparticles in
the QGP by studying a pair distribution function (PDF)
gab(R) defined as

gab(|R1 −R2|) =

(
V

N

)2∑

σ

∑

i,j,i6=j

δai,a δaj ,b
1

Z

∫
dr dµQ δ(R1 − ri) δ(R2 − rj) ρ(r,Q, σ; {N};β), (72)

where ai and aj are types of the particles (= q, q or g).
The PDF gives a probability density to find a pair of par-
ticles of types a and b at a certain distance R = |R1−R2|
from each other. The PDF depends only on the differ-
ence of coordinates because of the translational invari-
ance of the system. In a non-interacting classical system,
gab(R) ≡ 1, whereas interactions and quantum statistics
result in a redistribution of the particles. At tempera-
tures T = 525 MeV and T = 193 MeV the PDF averaged
over the quasiparticle spin, colors and flavors are shown
in Fig. 4.

At distances R ∼> 0.2 or 0.3 fm, depending on the tem-
perature, all PDF’s are practically equal to unity (Fig.
4) like in ideal gas due to the screening of the color
Coulomb interaction. A drastic difference between qq
and gg PDF’s (the qq PDF is identical to the qq one) oc-
curs at short distances. Here the gluon-gluon and gluon-
quark PDF’s increase monotonically when the distance
goes to zero while the qq and qq ones remain uncorre-
lated. One of the physical reasons of the PDF difference
is spatial quantum uncertainty and different properties of
Bose and Fermi statistics of gluon and (anti)quark quasi-
particles. Uncertainity in particle localization is defined
by the ratio T/m. Localization is better for heavier gluon

quasipartcles. Fermi statistics results in effective quark-
quark and aniquark-antiquark repulsion, while Bose one
results in effective qluon-qluon attraction. Oscillations
of the PDF at very small distances R ∼< 0.1 fm are re-
lated to Monte-Carlo statistical error, as probability of
quasiparticles being at short distances quickly decreases.

However, the qq and qq pair correlation functions re-
veal practical absence of fermi repulsion. This happens
because another physical reason comes into play. Strong
interaction between quasiparticles reduces the influence
of the degeneracy in the region of χu ∼ 1. This in-
teraction is dominated by attraction at short distances.
Indeed, the QGP lowers its total energy by minimizing
the color Coulomb interaction energy via a spontaneous
“anti-ferromagnetic”-like ordering of color vectors, i.e.
the color vectors of nearest neighbor quasiparticles be-
come anti-parallel. Similar absence of fermi repulsion
was observed in hydrogen plasma at χ ∼ 1 [46]. This
short-distance attraction is stronger for gluon-gluon and
gluon-(anti)quark pairs than for (anti)quark-(anti)quark
ones because of the corresponding difference in values
of quadratic Casimir invariants q̆2 (see Appendix I),
which determine the maximal values of the effective color
charge products |Qi ·Qj | in color Kelbg (Coulomb) po-
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FIG. 4: (Color online) Pair correlation functions of identi-
cal (Panels a, c) and different (Panels b, d) quasiparticles at
temperatures T = 525 MeV (Panels a, b) and T = 193 MeV
(Panels c, d ).
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FIG. 5: (Color online) Gluon-gluon and quark-antiquark pair
correlation functions multiplied by R2 at T = 193 MeV.

tentials: For gluon-gluon pairs |Qg ·Qg|max = 24, for
gluon-(anti)quark pairs |Qg ·Qq|max = |Qg ·Qq|max ≈
10, and for (anti)quark-(anti)quark pairs |Qq ·Qq|max =
|Qq ·Qq|max = |Qq ·Qq|max = 4. Stronger gg attraction
additionally enhances correlation of the gluon-gluon pairs
at short distances. At the same time the short-distance
attraction is the only reason of the gluon-(anti)quark
short-distance correlation.

The short-distance correlation implies formation of the
gluon-gluon and gluon-(anti)quark clusters, which are
uniformly distributed in space. In case of the gluon-gluon
clusters we can even speak about gg bound states, i.e.
glueballs, as it is seen from Fig. 5. The product R2gab(R)
is proportional (up to constant factor) to a probability
to find a pair of quasiparticles at a distance R from each
other. As known from consideration of hydrogen plasma
[46], a maximum in R2 ggg(R) signals population of a
bound state. For comparison, the quark-antiquark cor-
relation function, i.e. R2 gqq(R), is also presented in Fig.
5. It demonstrates that there are no bound meson-like
states. We can only speak about weak meson-like clus-
tering at lower temperatures, see short-distance qq cor-
relation at T=193 MeV in Fig. 4. Possible existence of
medium-modified meson-like bound states was actively
discussed some time ago, e.g., in Ref. [66] and later in
Refs. [67, 68] based on results from lattice QCD calcula-
tions of spectral functions [69, 70]. Our result supports
conclusion of Ref. [71] on the absence of qq bound states
above the temperature of the phase transition. This find-
ing is in contrast to our previous results on SU(2) group
[29–32]. There well pronounced bound qq states were
found just above the critical temperature, which how-
ever quickly dissolved with the temperature rise. This
happens because the SU(3) plasma turns out to be essen-
tially denser than the SU(2) one, which is a consequence
of a stronger effective attraction between constituents.
As a result, possible bound states in the SU(3) plasma
just melt. To verify the relevance of all above discussed
trends, a more refined color-, flavor-, spin-resolving anal-
ysis of the PDF’s is necessary. This work is presently in
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progress.

B. Monte Carlo Simulations

Details of our path integral Monte-Carlo simulations
have been discussed elsewhere in a number of papers and
review articles, see, e.g. Refs. [46, 63] and references
therein. For simulation of the thermodynamic proper-
ties of QGP we use the standard Metropolis algorithm.
We use a cubic simulation box with periodic boundary
conditions. The main idea of the simulations consists
in constructing a Markov chain of different quasiparticle
states in the configuration space including the color. The
computational procedure consists of two stages.
At the first stage a dominant, i.e. maximal, {N}-term

in the sum of Eq. (6) is determined by calculations in
grand canonical ensemble. This term is indeed dominant
in the thermodynamic limit of the box volume → ∞. In
grand canonical ensemble the quasiparticle numbers in
simulation box are varied, i.e. the consecutive states of
the Markov chain can differ from each other by numbers
of quarks, antiquarks and gluons. Transitions between
these states are the first type of markovian elementary
steps. In the second type of elementary steps coordi-
nates of a single bead of a randomly chosen quasipar-
ticle are changed. The color variables are changed ac-
cordingly to the SU(3) group Haar measure in the third
type of markovian elementary steps. We generate the
Markov chain until a full convergence of calculated val-
ues is achieved. Thus, we determine the average numbers
of quarks, antiquarks and gluons in the box at fixed tem-
perature. Here only densities of each species, i.e. the
ratios of the these average numbers to the box volume,
have the physical meaning. Usually, after several mil-
lions of elementary steps the average numbers of these
quasiparticles become stable and the average number of
quarks practically equals that of antiquarks. This equal-
ity is considered as an inherent test of consistency of the
calculations at zero baryon chemical potential.
At the second stage we fix the number of quarks, an-

tiquarks and gluons to be equal to the obtained average
values and perform calculations in the canonical ensem-
ble. Here we use only the second and third types of the
elementary steps described above. We calculate the pres-
sure defined in Eq. (28) An important difference from
the case of the electrodynamic plasmas consists in using
the relativistic measure in path integrals. This measure
is associated with relativistic kinetic energy operator in-
stead of the conventional Gaussian one arising from the
non-relativistic operator of kinetic energy in Feynman-
Wiener path integrals. After several millions of elemen-
tary markovian steps the result for the pressure becomes
stable.
Errors of Monte-Carlo calculations of thermodynamic

quantities related to the finite particle number (N) in
the system with periodic boundary conditions are of the
order of 1/N [46]. However, too large number of particles

presented by a large number of beads requires too large
computer resources. In practical calculations we try to
keep the total number of particles not exceeding N =
Nq + Nq + Ng = 126 and adjust the above determined
proper densities of species by varying the total volume V
of the box. The number of beads n = 20 for each particle
is used. Our choice of particle and bead numbers is a
compromise between acceptable accuracy and available
computer resources. It was checked that variation of the
number of beads from 15 up to 50 practically does not
change results.

As it follows from Fig. 3, the degeneracy is moderate
in our case, i.e. the degeneracy parameter is of order of
several units. Therefore, the well known sign problem
in Monte-Carlo simulations of Fermi particles is not
very severe here. In our calculations we reduce the sign
problem from the level of sign interference of the permu-
tations to the level of sign interference of determinants.
For this purpose we include the modulus of determi-
nants of Eq. (22) in the probability of the markovian
elementary steps, while the sign of the determinants
is attributed to the weight function at calculations of
the average quantities. Thus, each markovian step is
equivalent to the N ! markovian steps in the sum over
permutations. This method was tested at the example
of the ideal Fermi gas [46]. It was found that the
method results in agreement with the exact solution
up to values of ∼ 10-15 of the degeneracy parameter
(71), if the particle wave length is smaller than the size
of Monte Carlo box. As shown in calculations of Ref.
[46, 64, 65], this method works well enough for hydrogen
and electron-hole plasmas. We anticipate that this
approach will be efficient at least at moderate values of
the baryon chemical potential, i.e. up to µq ∼ T .

C. Transport coefficients

An important aspect of the strongly coupled QGP is
its transport properties which strongly differ from those
we would expect for weakly coupled plasmas. We use
the developed approach based on Wigner formulation
of quantum mechanics to calculate the QGP transport
properties at strong coupling. In particular, we calcu-
late the QGP self-diffusion constant and shear viscosity,
as these quantities can be compared to respective values
deduced from analysis of experimental data heavy-ion
collisions and also predictions of the lattice QCD com-
putations. More precisely, summary of shear viscosity
deduced from analysis of experimental elliptic flow is pre-
sented in Ref. [75], in Ref. [76] an extensive review of
theoretical works on viscousity is done, while the heavy-
quark diffusion constant is available from the experiment
analysis [73, 74] and QCD lattice computations [59, 72].
We anticipate that the self-diffusion and heavy-quark dif-
fusion constants are compareable by the order of magni-
tude.

A natural way to obtain these transport coefficients is
use of the quantum Green-Kubo relations. These rela-
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tions give the transport coefficients in terms of integrals
of equilibrium time-depended correlation functions. Ac-
cording to the Eq. (42) a self-diffusion constant D is the
integral of the velocity autocorrelation function

D = lim
t→∞

D(t),

D(t) =
1

3

∫ t

0

dτ〈v(0) · v(τ)〉

〈v(0) · v(τ)〉 = (2π)−6N

∫
dpqµQdp̃qµQ

× W
(
pqQ; p̃qQ; τ ;β

)
v (p(τ)) · v (p̃(τ)) ,

(73)

where the product of 3-velocities is

v (p(τ)) · v (p̃(τ))

=
1

N

N∑

i=1

pi(τ) · p̃i(τ)√
p2
i (τ) +m2

i

√
p̃2
i (τ) +m2

i

. (74)

where the spectral density W
(
pqQ; p̃qQ; τ ;β

)
is given

by Eq. (55), while trajectories in positive (bared) and
inverse (tilded) time directions are defined by Eqs. (49)
and (50), respectively. Figure 6 shows examples of the
velocity-velocity autocorrelation and its antiderivative
functions. The self-diffusion constant is a limiting value
of the related antiderivative function at t → ∞.
Calculations of autocorrelation functions are per-

formed in canonical ensemble and include combination
of the Monte-Carlo sampling of initial conditions pqQ0

and p̃qQ0 for trajectories and solving the system of
dynamic equations (49) and (50). The initial condi-

tions pqQ0 and p̃qQ0 for the trajectories are sampled
by Monte-Carlo method accordingly to the probability

W0

(
pqQ0; p̃qQ0;β

)
. The autocorrelator (74) as a func-

tion of time is calculated along the trajectories (49) and
(50), which themselves are computed by means of a nu-
merical scheme for solution of a system of ordinary dif-
ferential equations of the first order. We use the explicit
numerical scheme with automatically adapted time step.
To check correctness of the calculations we control values
of three integrals of motion: the energy, and quadratic
and cubic Casimirs. Their variations in our calculations
amount to less than 1-2%. Usually several thousands of
generated trajectories are required for convergence of the
antiderivative of the autocorrelation function up to accu-
racy of 5-10%. The convergence is fast enough because
the autocorrelation function includes averaging-out (i.e.
summation) over all quasiparticles.
Analogously, the Green-Kubo relation for the shear

viscosity is the integral of the autocorrelation function
of the stress-energy tensor

η = lim
t→∞

η(t),

η(t) =
1

V T

∫ t

0

dτ〈σxy(0)σxy(τ)〉
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FIG. 6: (Color online) Velocity autocorrelation function
(Panel a) and temperature-scaled self-diffusion function
T D(t) (Panel b) versus time for two temperatures.

〈σxy(0)σxy(τ)〉 = (2π)−6N

∫
dpqµQdp̃qµQ

× W
(
pqQ; p̃qQ; τ ;β

)

× σxy

(
pqQ(τ)

)
σxy

(
p̃qQ(τ)

)
,(75)

where the off-diagonal stress-energy tensor is

σxy (pqQ(τ)) =

N∑

i=1

pi,x(τ) pi,y(τ)√
p2
i (τ) +m2

i

− 1

2

N∑

i6=j

qij,x(τ)
∂U (qQ)

∂qij,y
(τ), (76)

here qij = qi − qj , and U is the sum of the color Kelbg
potentials defined by Eqs. (65) and (66) with n = 0.
Examples of the stress-energy-tensor autocorrelation and
its antiderivative function are presented in Fig. 7. The
shear viscosity is defined by limiting value of the related
antiderivative function at t → ∞.
The self-diffusion constant and the viscosity-to-entropy

ratio are presented in Fig. 8 as a function of tempera-
ture. The entropy density s is taken from results of our
PIMC calculations presented in Fig. 2. Our results are
presented in the form of bands. The width of the bands
represents the theoretical uncertainty associated with the
oscillations of the antiderivative functions at large times,
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FIG. 7: (Color online) Temperature-scaled stress-energy-
tensor autocorrelation function (Panel a) and shear-viscosity
function η(t)/T 3 (Panel b) versus time for two temperatures.

see Figs. 6 and 7. Slowly decaying oscillations of the time
correlation functions are inherent in liquid-like systems
of strongly interacting particles in contrast to exponen-
tially decaying oscillations in gas-like systems. As known
from hydrogen plasma, these oscillations arise because of
quasiclosed chaotic orbits and are caused by strong inter-
particle interaction. In liquids these oscillations decay ac-
cording to a power law rather than exponentially. There-
fore, extremely long (in time) trajectories are required for
more accurate calculations of the diffusion constant and
viscosity. Due to CPU time limitations, we had to stop
our computations before the decay of these oscillations
was completed.

Unfortunately, the self-diffusion constant is unavailable
from other calculations. Therefore, we compare it with
heavy-quark diffusion constant, anticipating that these
are of the same order of magnitude. The heavy-quark
diffusion constant is available from recent QCD lattice
computations [59, 72], which are presented in the Panel
(a) of Figs. 8. Our results (labeled as “Wigner dynam-
ics”) well agree with lattice data of Ref. [59], while essen-
tially overestimate those of Ref. [72]. The heavy-quark
diffusion constant is also available from analysis of ex-
periments on heavy-quark quenching in ultrarelativistic
heavy ions collisions at RHIC. For comparison we took
two recent works on the subject [73, 74]. Here the results
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FIG. 8: (Color online) Panel a: The self-diffusion constant
[self-diffusion, Wigner dynamics] as a function of temper-
ature, compared with heavy-quark diffusion constants pre-
dicted by QCD lattice computations [72] [c-quark, lattice
(Ding et al.2011)] and [59] [c-quark, lattice (Banerjee et al.
2012)], and deduced from analysis of experimental data [73]
[c-quark, “exp.” (Gossiaux at al. 2012)] and [74] [c-quark,
“exp.” (He at al. 2012)].
Panel b: The ratio of shear viscosity to entropy density as a
function of temperature [shaded aria marked “Wigner dynam-
ics”]. Horizontal dashed lines indicate the range of constraint
on the viscosity-to-entropy ratio deduced from numerous hy-
drodynamical simulations of heavy-ion experimental data, as
summarized in Ref. [75].

are also rather diverse. Estimates of Ref. [74] are well
comparable with our result and lattice data of Ref. [59],
while estimate of Ref. [73, 74] is considerably lower and
better conforms to lattice results of Ref. [72].

Our results on the shear viscosity are presented in the
Panel (b) of Figs. 8. As seen, the obtained values of vis-
cosity are in the range of those deduced from the analy-
sis of experimental elliptic flow in ultrarelativistic heavy
ions collisions at RHIC, as summarized in Ref. [75]. Lat-
tice data on the shear viscosity in the realistic case of
the SU(3) group are not available, an extensive review
of theoretical works on viscosity within QCD-motivated
models is done in Ref. [76]. As seen, the minimum of
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the viscosity-to-entropy ratio is reached at a temperature
above the expected phase transition rather than at the
phase transition point, as is commonly expected. This
minimum turns out to be quite shallow. The value of
the viscosity-to-entropy ratio at the minimum is very
close (from above) to the lower bound of η/S = 1/4π
for this quantity [77], often referred to as the KSS bound.
With the temperature decrease, i.e. towards the hadronic
phase, the viscosity rapidly rises.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper we demonstrated that color quantum
Monte-Carlo (PIMC) simulations based on the quasipar-
ticle model of the QGP are able to reproduce the lattice
equation of state at zero baryon chemical potential at
realistic model parameters (i.e. quasiparticle masses and
coupling constant) even near the critical temperature and
also yields valuable insight into the internal structure of
the QGP. In our simulations we have introduced a new
relativistic path integral measure and have developed a
procedure of sampling color quasiparticle variables ac-
cording to the SU(3) group Haar measure with appro-
priate Casimir conditions. Unfortunately, convergence of
our calculations becomes poor in the range of the ex-
pected phase transition because the scheme suffers from
jumps between stable and metastable states which turn
out to be almost equally probable in this range. Our re-
sults indicate that the QGP reveals quantum liquid-like
(rather than gas-like) properties up to the highest con-
sidered temperature of 525MeV.
Short-distance correlations in the computed pair dis-

tribution functions of gluon-gluon and gluon-(anti)quark
pairs displays the formation of clusters. In case of the
gluon-gluon clusters we can even speak about gluon-
gluon bound states, i.e. glueballs, at temperatures just
above the phase transition. The possible existence of
medium-modified meson-like bound states was actively
discussed some time ago [67, 68]. Our result supports
the conclusion of Ref. [71] on the absence of qq bound
states above the temperature of the phase transition.
This finding is in contrast to our previous results on the
SU(2) group [29–32]. There well pronounced bound qq
states were found just above the critical temperature,
which however quickly dissolved with the temperature
rise. This happens because the SU(3) plasma turns out
to be essentially denser than the SU(2) one, which is
a consequence of a stronger effective attraction between
the constituents. As a result, possible meson-like bound
states in the SU(3) plasma just melt.
The PIMC method is not able to yield transport prop-

erties of the QGP. A way to access these is to develop a
classical color molecular dynamics simulation [14], where
quantum effects are included phenomenologically via a
short-range potential. In contrast to these classical MD
simulations [14], we have developed a more rigorous ap-
proach based on the combination of Feynman andWigner

formulations of quantum dynamics. The basic ideas of
this approach have been briefly reported in Ref. [33].
In this paper we gave a more detailed description. In
particular, this approach allowed us to calculate the self-
diffusion coefficient and the viscosity of the strongly cou-
pled QGP. Since the self-diffusion constant is unavailable
from other calculations, we compared it with the heavy-
quark diffusion constant, anticipating that these are of
the same order of magnitude. The heavy-quark diffusion
constant is available from recent QCD lattice computa-
tions [59, 72] and also from an analysis of the heavy-quark
quenching in experiments on ultrarelativistic heavy ions
collisions at RHIC. For comparison we took two recent
works on such an analysis [73, 74]. Unfortunately the
above mentioned lattice and heavy-quark-quenching re-
sults are rather diverse. Our self-diffusion constant well
agrees with lattice data of Ref. [59] and estimates of Ref.
[74], while essentially overestimates those of Refs. [72]
and [72].
Our results on the shear viscosity are in the range

of those deduced from the analysis of the experimental
elliptic flow in ultrarelativistic heavy ions collisions at
RHIC, as summarized in Ref. [75], i.e. in terms of the
viscosity-to-entropy ratio, 1/4π ∼< η/S < 2.5/4π, in the
temperature range from 170 to 440 MeV. The minimum
of the viscosity-to-entropy ratio is reached at a temper-
ature (≈ 300 MeV), above the expected phase transition
rather than at the phase transition point as commonly
expected. This minimum turns out to be very shallow.
The value of the viscosity-to-entropy ratio at the mini-
mum is very close (from above) to the lower bound of
η/S = 1/4π for this quantity [77], i.e. to the KSS bound.
With the temperature decrease, i.e. towards the hadronic
phase, the viscosity rapidly rises.
Our present analysis is still confined only to the case of

zero baryon chemical potential. Simulations at nonzero
baryon chemical potentials are in progress.
We acknowledge stimulating discussions with

P. Levai, D. Blaschke, R. Bock, H. Stoecker, and
D.N.Voskresensky. Y.B.I. was partially supported by
grant of the Russian Ministry of Science and Education
NS-215.2012.2.

Appendix I: Integration over SU(3) group Haar
measure

In this appendix we explain details of integration over
SU(3) Haar measure dµQ in Eq. (6). The measure for
single color charge in case of the SU(3) group is [9, 78–
80]

dµQ = d8Qδ(QaQa − q̆2) δ(dabcQaQbQc − q̆3) (77)

with summation over a, b, c = 1, . . . , 8 and constants dabc
given in Table 1. For the SU(N) group the quadratic q̆2
and cubic q̆3 Casimirs are q̆2 = (N2 − 1)C2 with C2 = N
for qluons and C2 = 1/2 for quarks and antiquarks,
q̆3 = 0 for gluons and q̆3 = (N2−4)(N2−1)/4 for quarks,
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for antiquarks q̆3 has opposite sign. In fact, the normal-
ization constant cR depends on q̆2 and q̆3 Casimirs.
For random sampling of the Q variable in Monte-Carlo

integration in Eq. (6) we change to the related canonical
Darboux variables for the SU(3) group. The set of the
canonical variables [φπ] = [(φα, πα, α = 1, 2, 3] is defined
by the canonical Poisson bracket

{A,B}PB =
∂A

∂r

∂B

∂p
− ∂A

∂p

∂B

∂r
+

∂A

∂φ

∂B

∂π
− ∂A

∂π

∂B

∂φ
(78)

where r and p are conventional coordinate and momen-

tum, respectively, and obey

{rα, pγ}PB = δαγ {φα, πγ}PB = δαγ (79)

The color variables Qa form a representation of SU(3).
In terms canonical variables their Poison bracket reads

{Qa, Qa}PB = f̆abcQc (80)

where f̆abc are the structure constants of SU(3) given in
Table 1.

TABLE I: Non-zero f̆abc and dabc constants of the group SU(3)

f̆abc f̆123 f̆147 f̆156 f̆246 f̆257 f̆345 f̆367 f̆458 f̆678

values 1 1

2
−

1

2

1

2

1

2

1

2
−

1

2

√
3

2

√
3

2

dabc d118 d146 d157 d228 d247 d256 d338 d344 d355 d366 d377 d448 d558 d668 d778 d888

values 1√
3

1

2

1

2

1√
3

−
1

2

1

2

1√
3

1

2

1

2
−

1

2
−

1

2
−

1

2
√

3
−

1

2
√

3
−

1

2
√

3
−

1

2
√

3
−

1√
3

The explicit transformations to canonical variables are
given [9, 78–80] by expressions:

Q1 = π+π− cosφ1,

Q2 = π+π− sinφ1,

Q3 = π1,

Q4 = C++π+A+ C+−π−B,

Q5 = S++π+A+ S+−π−B,

Q6 = C−+π−A+ C−−π+B,

Q7 = S−+π−A− S−−π+B,

Q8 = π2 (81)

in which we have used definitions:

π+ =
√
π3 + π1

π− =
√
π3 − π1

C±± = cos

[
1

2

(
±φ1 +

√
3φ2 ± φ3

)]

S±± = sin

[
1

2

(
±φ1 +

√
3φ2 ± φ3

)]
(82)

and A and B are given by

A =
1

2π3

√(
J1 − J2

3
+ π3 +

π2√
3

)(
J1 + 2J2

3
+ π3 +

π2√
3

)(
2J1 + J2

3
− π3 −

π2√
3

)

B =
1

2π3

√(
J2 − J1

3
+ π3 −

π2√
3

)(
J1 + 2J2

3
− π3 +

π2√
3

)(
2J1 + J2

3
+ π3 −

π2√
3

)
(83)

In this expression the set Q1, Q2, Q3 forms an SU(2) sub-
group with quadratic Casimir Q2

1+Q2
2+Q2

3 = π2
3 . Let us

note that two Casimirs depend only on J1 and J2. They
can be computed using the values given in Table 1 as

QaQa =
1

3

(
J2
1 + J1J2 + J2

2

)

dabcQaQbQc =
1

18
(J1 − J2) (J1 + 2J2) (2J1 + J2) (84)

The phase space color measure for SU(3), given in Eq.
(77) can be transformed to the new coordinates through
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use of Eq. (81) and evaluation of the Jacobian

∣∣∣∣
∂Q

∂(φ, π)

∣∣∣∣ =
√
3

48
J1J2(J1 + J2) (85)

Then the measure reads

dµQ = dφ1dφ2dφ3dπ1dπ2dπ3dJ1dJ2

√
3

48
J1J2(J1 + J2)

× δ

(
1

3
((J1)

2 + J1J2 + (J2)
2)− q̆2

)

× δ

(
1

18
(J1 − J2)(J1 + 2J2)(2J1 + J2)− q̆3

)
(86)

Since the two Casimirs are independent, the δ-functions
fix both J1 and J2. After integration over J1 and J2 the
Eq. (86) gives a proper canonical volume element dφdπ.
Thus applying Metropolis algorithm to φπ variables we
can construct Markovian chain in φπ phase space and
obtain random color variables Q for calculation partition

function according to the SU(3) group Haar measure with
two Casimir conditions.

Appendix II: Lebesque-Dirac delta theorem

Let f be a summable function of real argument such
that

∫
f(x)dx = I0.

Then Mf(M(x− x′)) → I0δ(x− x′) when M → ∞.
Proof: Let ϕ be any test function. Then

lim
M→∞

∫
Mf (M(x− x′))ϕ(x)dx

= lim
M→∞

∫
f(s)ϕ(s/M + x′)ds

=

∫
f(s)( lim

M→∞
ϕ(s/M + x′))ds

= ϕ(x′)

∫
f(s)ds = I0ϕ(x

′)
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